Restoration of Cone Photoreceptor Function in Retinitis Pigmentosa
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The major cause of hereditary blindness in North America is retinitis pigmentosa (RP), which is a group of inherited diseases of the retina characterized by the onset of night blindness, the early loss of the peripheral visual field, and the late loss of central vision. In the late stage of the disease when retinal degeneration approaches the macula and cone degeneration ensues, most patients find themselves with a profoundly incapacitating visual handicap because of the loss of central vision which precedes this stage of the disease, is also debilitating (e.g., for driving motor vehicles and reading). If therapy can prevent or reverse the onset of cone degeneration within the macula most patients would be immeasurably helped and able to live a normal life despite the loss of peripheral vision and decreased dark adaptation.

Over 67 mutant genes (www.sph.uth.tmc.edu/RetNet/home.htm) have been identified in monogenic forms of RP, all leading to generally similar photoreceptor pathology. Some of these mutations arise in genes, such as \( RHO \) that play a direct role in rod visual transduction, and \( ROM1 \) that contribute to visual pigment-rich outer segment (OS) structure. But, other mutations arise in seemingly unrelated pathways including metabolism and RNA processing. And, even rod-autonomous mutations in retinal pigment epithelial (RPE)-specific genes can give rise to RP. How these disparate target genes expressed in both rods and RPE are linked into a seemingly common RP-sensitive pathway remains a crucial unanswered question including the loss of a high-resolution central cone vision in end-stage RP. It is still unclear why cones lose function as rods began to die during RP progression.

Mutant \( RHO \) becomes trapped in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the rods undergo apoptosis.¹–³ With rod degeneration, cone photoreceptors begin to lose function. Diminished cone function is highlighted by loss of functional structures, including visual pigment-rich OS and mitochondrial–rich inner segments (IS).⁴–⁶ Importantly, in contrast to rod cell bodies that die during rod photoreceptor degeneration there is long-term persistence of cone cell bodies after cone photoreceptor degeneration with little more than residual cone nuclei in RP patients, referred to as cone dormancy⁶–¹⁰ (Fig. 1).

Photoreceptors are among the most metabolically active cells, and like other neurons, depend on glucose,¹¹ which is thought to be critical not only for energy production but for OS synthesis.¹² The importance of glycolysis in both rod and cone photoreceptors can be illustrated by inhibition of the essential glycolytic pathway enzyme glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase with iodoacetic acid¹³ and enhancing photoreceptor glycolysis by mutation of \( Sirt6 \)¹⁴ or overexpression of rod-derived cone viability factor (RdCVF), which promotes glucose uptake into cones to enhance glycolysis.¹⁵ Following a glycolytic block, both rods and cones rapidly lost OS. As the glycolytic block diminished, dormant cones resumed OS synthesis and function, but rods failed to do so and died.¹³ By contrast,
enhancing glycolysis in both rods and cones by Sirt6 mutation delayed rod death and loss of cone function in a mouse RP model, and enhancing glycolysis selectively in cones by early viral overexpression of RdCVF delayed loss of cone function in mouse RP.\textsuperscript{14,15} Taken together, these studies demonstrate both rods and cones depend upon glycolysis for OS synthesis. Rod viability is dependent upon glycolysis, but cones survive a block in glycolysis and persist in a functionless state lacking OS.\textsuperscript{16} Early enhancement of photoreceptor glycolysis can both delay mutant rod death and loss of cone function in RP mice, but neither Sirt6 mutation nor early RdCVF overexpression ultimately prevented loss of photoreceptor function in RP, and cone function was not restored by such photoreceptor glycolysis-promoting therapies after it was lost.

Taken together, these findings suggest that cone dormancy in end-stage RP might be driven by starvation for glucose. In support of this possibility, we found that glucose-responsive genes were downregulated in cones as they began to lose their OS during RP progression.\textsuperscript{16,17} And, injection of glucose into the subretinal space transiently restored cone expression of these glucose-responsive genes, OS synthesis and the photopic electroretinogram (ERG). Taken together, these in vivo results provided evidence that cone loss of OS synthesis and function during RP progression is indeed somehow linked to glucose starvation.

We previously compared uptake of circulating glucose into photoreceptors in RP mice and wild-type (WT) littermates. Glucose from the choroid circulation is transported to the RPE and then into the subretinal space, where it is taken up by photoreceptors in the outer retina via the glucose transporter Glut1 on their IS.\textsuperscript{12} By contrast, glucose is transported directly to the inner retina through branches of the central retinal artery. Fluorescently labeled 2-deoxyglucose was injected into the tail vein of RP and WT littermates, and uptake into eye muscles, the inner and outer retina, and RPE was examined in tissue sections. WT mice showed glucose uptake into photoreceptor inner segments (IS) and cell bodies as well as the inner retina and eye muscles, but little glucose was evident in the RPE.\textsuperscript{16} Like WT mice, RP mice also showed glucose uptake into the inner retina and eye muscles, but glucose became high in the RPE and diminished in photoreceptors as RP mice began to show rod OS shortening.\textsuperscript{16} We concluded glucose

---

**Figure 1.** Cone dormancy is the degenerative stage cone photoreceptors (A) enter following rod photoreceptor death and results in loss of central vision. Cone dormancy (B) results following degeneration of COS, followed by the subsequent disassembly of CIS so that only a viable cone nucleus remains. COS, cone outer segment; CIS, cone inner segment.
Figure 2. Cone dormancy in RP results in viable cone nuclei for many years after OS/IS degeneration. (A) Glucose (green dots) transport to the subretinal extracellular space and cone IS is essential to provide energy for regeneration of cone OS. (B) Degeneration of ROS and loss of contact with apical microvilli results in entrapment of glucose in RPE. Ensuing glucose starvation of cone photoreceptors results in OS degeneration (C) and IS disassembly but with maintenance of viable cone nuclei (D). ROS, rod outer segment.
delivery to eye muscles and the inner retina is unaffected in RP; however, with the onset of rod OS shortening, glucose becomes sequestered in the RPE and is no longer transported to photoreceptors leading to their starvation (Fig. 2).

To experimentally examine the effect of rods on cone function in RP, WT rod precursors were transplanted into RP pigs after mutant rods were lost. We found that these WT rods were able to restore induction of glucose-responsive genes in cones, OS synthesis and the photopic ERG. This effect of the transplanted rods on cone function correlated with their ability to generate OS following transplant. But, interestingly, it did not require integration of the transplanted rods into the outer nuclear layer (ONL).16 Because the effect of the transplanted rods was linked to their OS generation, but not to cell integration into the ONL, we asked whether injection of WT rod OS alone might mimic transplanted rods in restoration of glucose transport from the RPE to photoreceptors in RP. Indeed, injection of WT rod OS into the subretinal space triggered glucose transport from the RPE to photoreceptors in RP mice (Wang W, et al. IOVS 2017;58:ARVO E-Abstract 3028). We then concluded that contact of abundant WT rod OS with the RPE is somehow triggering glucose release from the RPE for uptake by photoreceptors. Because glucose from the RPE must be released into the subretinal space for uptake by Glut1 on photoreceptor IS, which are distal to the RPE, it is reasonable that the process required for new OS tip synthesis would be tightly coupled to onset of the daily OS tip phagocytosis cycle, initiated by OS contact with the RPE. We reason that therapies such as Sirt6 mutation or RdCVF overexpression aimed at enhancing glycolysis in photoreceptors ultimately fail to maintain photoreceptor function as RP progresses because the underlying defect in photoreceptor glycolysis is progressive retention of glucose in the RPE. The signaling pathway(s) potentially linking OS phagocytosis to glucose transport to photoreceptors is then of keen interest, and might provide new therapeutic targets in RP.
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